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Lamitak OnLine

Lamitak is all about creating easy, convenient and rewarding 
design experiences for its customers and its online platforms let it 
do just that. Simply log onto its website at  www.lamitak.com to 
view the latest designs and even create a personal mood board for 
your own home. 

If you’re a curious design cat and want to find out more about 
Lamitak’s various events and activities, simply ‘like’ them at  
www.facebook/lamitak.studio

The DeSIgn ConneCTIon

When laminates first appeared on the interior design scene, they 

were mostly functional surfaces – layers of paper impregnated 

with resins that are fused together under heat and pressure. 

Even then, they brought a new level of durability to kitchen 

cabinets, wardrobes, and even walls. today, the laminates 

available in the market are so much more than that, thanks to 

new generation brands like lamitak. 

A tAk lifestyle brand, lamitak is all about challenging the status 

quo, making bold moves and striving for that something extra. 

Apart from advanced treatments that make its laminates one of 

the most hardwearing in the market, lamitak invests much of 

its research towards designs that break traditional ideas of what 

laminates should be. 

taking inspiration from fashion, lifestyle trends and far-flung 

locales around the world, its laminates take on the colours, 

textures and prints of myriad materials – denim, oxidised metal, 

worn timber, and the list goes on. As expected, its 2014/2015 

collection brings even more surprises for the savvy design hunter. 

Also high on lamitak’s priority list is its responsibility towards 

the environment. it’s why it has actively pursued products and 

processes that are sustainable and eco-friendly. not only has 

lamitak achieved gREEnguARD certification for indoor air 

quality, it has also been awarded the green label singapore 

certification for low emissions and low toxicity. now that’s a 

laminate that checks all the right boxes! 

www.lamitak.com

a new
GeneratiOn
Lamitak leads the way in 
pushing the design potential of 
the humble laminate.






